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; a place, of their own.
She swims with lobsters in the 
arcane shadows of the Irish sea; 
outstretched hand touching 
claw.
She listens.
These old creatures of the murk 
and mud with raspy whispers 
that carry across the ocean like 
the floating tune of a violin; far 
below the surf and swell.
Their serenading song conjures 
secrets of ancient images of 
strange lands where no human-
body has seen or been.
Their antennae summon a 
world yet-to-come with an 
outstretched bow and strings.
For these dignified ancients 
carry a deep knowledge of 
different times and spaces; they 
traverse planes and reach 
through waves. For the ocean 
and her critters care not for 
borders.






Chthulucene 
"in naming our present age of multi-species 
intra-actions, non-patriarchal becomings, and 
generative collaborations."   
(Demos, 2017)
Chthulucene 
"myriad temporalities and spatialities and 
myriad intra-active entities-in-assemblages, 
including the more-than-human, other-than-
human, inhuman, and human-as-humus."  
(Haraway, 2016)   
response-ability
Response-ability, retains something of ‘being 
responsible’ however, it is not rooted in 
individual responsibility but is rather 
concerned with fostering collectivity a 
"praxis of care and response...in ongoing 
multispecies worlding on a wounded Terra."
(Haraway, 2016)
Border-Fictioning


"This collapsing of hitherto separate worlds – and the concomitant 
production of a ‘new’ landscape, a new platform for dreaming – is 
another definition of fictioning, especially when it is no longer clear 
where the fiction itself ends and so-called reality begins (or where reality 
ends and the fiction begins). 
Fictioning inserts itself into the real in this sense – into the world as-it-is 
(indeed, it collapses the so-called real and the fictional), but, in so doing, 
it necessarily augments and, indeed, changes our rea-lity (not least as, 
again, it summons an audience that is appropriate and adequate to 
it). This is fictioning as mythopoeisis: the imaginative transformation of 
the world through fiction.” 
(O'Sullivan, 2017)
Eile

intra-acts
(Barad, 2007)
a gorgon, 
transmuter, 
shapeshifter...
Personal Geo-politics
Personal Geo-politics
Eile moves through the border territory, she disrupts 
and undermines it; she re-makes and re-territorialises, 
embodying a becoming-territory.
Personal Geo-politics
Being an Irish child in the UK in the 1980s, at the 
height of the so-called Troubles
Personal Geo-politics
Personal Geo-politics
Personal Geo-politics
Personal Geo-politics
Personal Geo-politics
"Every time she makes "sense" of 
something, she has to "cross over", kicking 
a hole out of the old boundaries of the self 
and slipping under or over...
It is only when she is on the other side and 
the shell cracks open and the lid from her 
eyes lifts that she sees things in a different 
perspective. "
Gloria Anzaldua, Borderlands / La Frontera: The New Mestiza
Personal Geo-politics
Eile intra-acts with the borderlands 
Eile is not alone


Geo-Power
“the powers that operate in and through 
living bodies, the powers of a body that 
can be harnessed for particular forms of 
action and passion.”
(Grosz et al., 2017)
Bog
Loch
Barracks
Caves
The butterflies, lobsters, fungi, 
flowers, cats, owls, foxes, 
microbes, flies, fish...
Opening up, suggesting, tentative 
and fragile new forms of 
relations, of co-existence and co-
poiesis. 
